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a b s t r a c t

Virtual machine introspection (VMI) has evolved into a widely used technique for purposes such as
digital forensics, intrusion detection, and malware analysis. The recent integration of enhanced VMI
capabilities into KVM further facilitates the use of VMI. A signi!cant obstacle, however, remains: VMI
usually requires highly privileged access to the host system. Existing research prototypes that address
this issue either target only the Xen hypervisor, are extremely slow, offer only a subset of the desired
functionality, or are hard to deploy in real-life systems. We present our "exible KVMIveggur architecture
as a novel solution to these challenges. It offers three "avors of isolation (using containers, virtual ma-
chines, and network remote access) that all enable access control for secure self-service VMI in cloud
environments. It enables the full use of passive and active VMI, supports continuous monitoring also
during live VM migration, and can be tailored for low overhead and minimal resource utilization on the
host system. The experimental evaluation of our prototype demonstrates the feasibility and the ef!ciency
of our approach and provides detailed insights into the differences between the three "avors.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Virtual machine introspection (VMI) is the act of monitoring a
virtual machine from the outside to gain knowledge about its inner
state. First introduced by Gar!nkel and Rosenblum (2003), VMI has
developed into a set of techniques and mechanisms much more
sophisticated by 2021. By now, many applications that were pre-
viously implemented as in-guest tools may be deployed outside the
virtual machine (Bushouse and Reeves, 2018b). Thereby, these tools
can capture great bene!ts of introspection, such as an untempered
view and the inherent isolation of the analysis. The primary ap-
plications of VMI includee but are not limited toe digital forensics,
intrusion detection, and malware analysis (Dolan-Gavitt et al.,
2011; Hebbal et al., 2015).

Among others, a common domain for VMI applications is cloud
infrastructures. The industry has seen considerable growth through
the widespread adoption of IaaS e a trend that is only expected to
continue (Gartner Inc., 2020). However, due to security and privacy
concerns, VMI has only seen use in private clouds. The standard

approach of running introspection applications directly on the host
or on the privileged management domain Dom0 quickly falls apart
for public and/or multi-user clouds due to the lack of isolation and
the high attack surface of the introspection interface.

There are proposed general-purpose solutions for multi-tenant
clouds such as CloudVMI (Baek et al., 2014), Furnace (Bushouse
and Reeves, 2018a), and CloudPhylactor (Taubmann et al., 2016) as
well as domain-speci!c solutions such as Frost (Dykstra and
Sherman, 2013). Regrettably, public clouds cloud vendors have
not yet incorporated such systems. We argue that the reason for
this lack of support is that the existing introspection architectures
are either limited to speci!c hypervisors and con!gurations, have
high resource costs and performance overhead, or are in"exible
and therefore only applicable to specialized contexts. Furthermore,
the solutions typically introduce a high amount of additional
complexity to such clouds. Therefore, a suitable access control
mechanism for multi-tenant, public clouds must be simple, "exible,
and ideally leverage widespread technologies already present in
the cloud infrastructure.

Recently, the topic of virtual machine introspection has caught
traction with hypervisor and anti-virus vendors (VMware Inc.,
2020; Kaspersky Lab, 2020; Bitdefender, 2019) and open-source
projects (Laz!ar, 2020). The latter have opted to expose their
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introspection capabilities to the user as a UNIX socket (introspec-
tion socket). This paper examines this interface and argues for an
access control scheme using existing paravirtualized device drivers.
Our goal is to create an analysis environment for introspection
applications that is easy to integrate into existing solutions and that
mandates no additional trusted code, thereby reducing the
complexity of the overall system. In line with this objective, we
propose a solution that increases the ef!ciency and improve upon
the speed of VMI applications.

Therefore, we digest multiple approaches: monitor from a
container, from another VM, and over the network. Our !rst
approach is applicable tomany existing container solutions. For this
paper, we use Docker (Docker Inc., 2013) because it is a well-known
and widely-used container technology. For this purpose, the
existing bind mount feature is repurposed to provision the intro-
spection socket inside the container. We pair each monitored vir-
tual machine with a homogeneous container that is responsible for
its introspection. The life cycle of this container is coupled to that of
the virtual machine it is monitoring by utilizing existing con!gu-
ration capabilities of cloud computing platforms such as Open-
Nebula or OpenStack.

On the second approach, we aim to extend this access control
mechanism to hardware- and paravirtualized monitoring virtual
machines. Unlike the implementation for containers, the approach
for virtual machines uses the virtio-based device drivers. In
particular, we adopt virtio-vsock (Hajnoczi, 2020), which imple-
ments the vsock protocol using an emulated PCIe device to provide
for bi-directional hosteguest communication. Intuitively, the ex-
pected overhead in both resources and introspection performance
will be higher than the containerized equivalent. However, since
the required driver is packaged with QEMU, this solution requires
no additional software to be installed and can run on the same
unmodi!ed hypervisor. Thus, it is more suitable for a wider variety
of cases.

On the last approach, we expose the introspection socket over
the network using prevalent relay tools that are already available
on many cloud platforms. We realize this by exposing a TCP socket
from the hypervisor over the network and binding it to a UNIX
domain socket on the other end for the monitoring application.
Thereby, we facilitate the off-loading of some tasks to other net-
works and even other cloud providers at the cost of newly intro-
duced latency.

We evaluate the respective bene!ts and drawbacks of the three
presented techniques concerning performance, integrity, and
robustness. From the obtained results, we derive and present use
cases for different introspection applications. Finally, we look into
further developments of the approaches and discuss current
shortcomings.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1. We propose the repurposing of paravirtualized device drivers to
enable access control and isolation for VMI-based monitoring
applications.

2. We provide and discuss implementations of the VMI access
control and isolation by leveraging Docker containers.

3. We reason about introspection applications over the network
and demonstrate low overhead implementations that integrate
well into existing cloud infrastructures.

4. Using these implementations, we port real-world virtual ma-
chine introspection applications, evaluate them in the context of
our and other architectures, and discuss their performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the relevant background for VMI. Section 3 covers existing ap-
proaches toward secure self-service VMI in related work. In Section

4, we discuss the concepts behind our introspection environment
and its requirements. In Section 5, we introduce our implementa-
tion in detail. Section 6 assesses the use cases of this imple-
mentation and their merits regarding performance, robustness, and
integrity. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Virtual machine introspection

Virtual machine introspection (VMI) is a method to analyze a
guest virtual machine (VM) from the outside with the assistance of
the hypervisor (Gar!nkel and Rosenblum, 2003). VMI tools have
full access to the state of a VM, in particular to the main memory as
well as the state of vCPU registers and virtual devices. VMI tools can
also observe events in a VM via interpositioning and intercepting
operations such as modi!cations of vCPU registers and access to
speci!c memory pages.

The techniques used by VMI tools do not require any in-guest
agent or cooperation of the monitored machine (Laur"en and
Lepp#anen, 2018). Examples of systems built by this principle
include LiveWire (Gar!nkel and Rosenblum, 2003) and Lares (Payne
et al., 2008). VMI has several advantages: The VMI-based analysis
tool is fully isolated from the target VM, protecting it from mali-
cious manipulations. The analysis tool is also not visible from
within the target VM, enabling stealthy analysis.

The main challenge of VMI is the semantic gap between data
representation in the low-level memory view, i.e., raw binary data,
and the high-level interpretation that the guest system in the vir-
tual machine has of that data, e.g., address spaces and data struc-
tures (Chen and Noble, 2001). Every VMI application has to solve
this problem and reconstruct the high-level view of the guest
system. Over the past two decades, researchers have presented
many approaches to accomplish this goal (Hebbal et al., 2015;
Bauman et al., 2015).

Mechanisms that employ virtual machine introspection can be
categorized into two kinds (Jain et al., 2014): Asynchronous or
passive VMI uses external events, e.g., a timer in the introspection
application, to periodically analyze the target virtual machine using
main memory introspection. In contrast, synchronous or active
mechanisms intercept the monitored virtual machine at speci!c
locations in its control "ow to perform context-sensitive analysis.
For example, this may occur when the introspection application
places a breakpoint in the virtual machine. We aim at supporting
and evaluating both kinds of VMI in the architecture proposed in
this paper.

VMI requires privileged access to the hypervisor. For example, in
Xen-based systems, VMI operations are accessible via hypercalls
that usually can be used only by a privileged process on the Dom0.
In the KVMi subsystem for KVM, VMI access to a virtual machine is
exposed to a monitoring application via a UNIX domain socket on
the host system.

In the most common deployments, a VMI application runs in a
privileged context that permits VMI access to all virtual machines
on the host. We use the term self-service VMI for an environment in
which a cloud customer can request VMI access to its own VMs
from the multi-tenant cloud infrastructure in a secure way. Any
system in which a VMI application has VMI access to all virtual
machines on a host is not suitable for self-service VMI.

VMI also has a non-negligible performance impact. Several
factors contribute to that impact. First, the VMI application causes
additional resource consumption (CPU time, main memory,
network bandwidth) on the physical host of the target VM.
Furthermore, any VMI operation has some impact on the run-time
behavior of the target system. Passive VMI examines memory state
from the outside, which has no (or essentially negligible if you
consider cache and memory bus contention effects) direct impact,
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but in many cases, a VMI application needs a consistent view of the
target state, which requires some way to prevent concurrent
modi!cations. The most common approach is to pause the target
VM during analysis. For active VMI, the execution of the target VM
is intercepted at selected operations (e.g., through traps to the
hypervisor on modi!cations to vCPU registers or selected memory
pages). A VMI application can then handle these intercepted op-
erations synchronously, and during this processing, the vCPU must
remain suspended. A crucial factor for VMI performance is the la-
tency of processing such interception events.

Live migration of VMs is a challenge for VMI. Live migration of
running VMs from one physical host to another is a standard
feature on modern cloud platforms. However, usual live migration
implementations migrate only the VM state itself, but not the state
of a VMI application or the VMI con!guration within the hyper-
visor. For passive VMI, this usually means that migration of the
target VM to a different host simply interrupts the introspection.
This disadvantage prevents continuous (uninterrupted) monitoring
of a VM. For active VMI, this is evenmore problematic. For example,
if the VMI system has injected breakpoints into the target VM
memory and the VM is being migrated away without coordination
with the VMI applications, these breakpoints e without the cor-
responding event handlers emay cause the execution of the target
VM to fail on the new host. For this reason, on most systems, VMI is
incompatible with live migration.

There are plenty of libraries publicly available that provide
implementations for VMI, such as LibVMI (Lengyel, 2020) and
LibKVMi (Bitdefender, 2020). In our work, we employ LibKVMi on
the KVM hypervisor.

3. Related work

This paper aims at providing secure and ef!cient self-service
VMI and systematically explores and compares several "avors on
how to achieve this functionality. There are several prior ap-
proaches that, to some extent, similarly explore potential ways to
provide better access control for VMI operations or enable remote
access to VMI in cloud environments.

Win et al. (2014) propose the use of mandatory access control in
the hypervisor for managing the access of an external control
monitor. Their approach assumes that monitoring uses a hidden
monitoring module within the target VM, so it differs from tradi-
tional VMI performed entirely from the outside. The proposed so-
lution focuses speci!cally on the Xen hypervisor. The authors point
out that the lack of support for VM migration across hosts is a se-
vere limitation that renders current VMI solutions unsuitable for
many real-world environments. However, for their own solution,
they also do not yet provide a solution for this problem but list it as
potential future work.

CloudPhylactor (Taubmann et al., 2016) follows a similar
approach using Xen security modules to implement mandatory
access control to VMI operations on the Xen hypervisor. An
extension to CloudPhylactor called TwinPorter (Taubmann et al.,
2019) enables synchronized migration of a monitoring VM and a
monitored VM, thus supporting live VM migration across hosts.
CloudPhylactor and TwinPorter are tightly coupled to the Xen
hypervisor and the Xen live migration mechanism. Having a dedi-
cated virtual machine for each VMI application with mandatory
access control at the hypercall interface provides the desired
isolation. However, these approaches also have the resource and
latency cost of a dedicated virtual machine.

CloudVMI (Baek et al., 2014) was an early approach that advo-
cates remote self-service VMI via the network. An RPC server on a
cloud host exposes VMI functionality and provides access control
mechanisms, and cloud tenants can remotely execute VMI

applications, thus enabling a kind of “VMI as a service”. The biggest
downside of this approach is the high latency induced by network
communication. For passive VMI, the only VMI variant that
CloudVMI supports, the authors of CloudVMImeasured an overhead
of two orders of magnitude compared to using the native API of
LibVMI. For active VMI, it can be expected that the performance loss
due to the latency is prohibitively high. The reason is that active
VMI requires feedback from the VMI application before the
execution can continue. In CloudVMI, this response is delayed by the
round-trip time of the network.

Furnace (Bushouse and Reeves, 2018a) is a cloud VMI framework
that uses sandboxing to enable self-service VMI for cloud cus-
tomers, combining some of the concepts of CloudPhylactor and
CloudVMI. Instead of running VMI applications in isolated virtual
machines, it uses sandboxes on the Dom0 of a Xen-based system.
The sandbox that runs customer code is implemented with Linux
namespaces and uses SELinux and Seccomp-BPF for enforcing ac-
cess control. Currently, Furnace supports only the Xen hypervisor,
and its open-source implementation is incomplete and has not
been updated since the publication of the research paper. Furnace
does not address the problem of VMI and migration.

FROST (Dykstra and Sherman, 2013) is a digital forensic tool for
the OpenStack platform. It aims at providing self-service function-
ality for digital forensic investigations targeting a user's virtual
machine in an OpenStack cloud. However, it is limited to providing
selected functionality to the user, such as creating a snapshot
coupled with integrity hashes. It does not enable the execution of
arbitrary VMI applications for such investigations.

None of the existing solutions is the ideal solution for all needs.
Most existing approaches are focused on the Xen hypervisor and
cannot easily be applied in different contexts, in particular on the
highly popular KVM hypervisor and its KVMi extensions. This is
because KVM just recently added support for VMI, and on the other
hand, Xen had supported VMI for a longer time and can be
considered mature enough.

We expect different self-service VMI approaches to be more
suitable in different contexts. For example, remote VMI via network
might simplify migration, but local lightweight sandboxes might be
more ef!cient than remote VMI or encapsulation in virtual ma-
chines. However, there is no prior work that systematically com-
pares all approaches. Most likely, a single “!ts-all-situations”
solution does not exist. This paper aims to address these problems
by presenting a universal secure self-service VMI architecture that
offers three options for tenant isolation: a dedicated monitoring
VM, an introspection Docker container, and a network-based
remote introspection interface. The Docker approach and the
network-based approach achieve the same goal as CloudPhylactor
but require fewer resources.

4. System design

In the following section, we introduce the requirements for and
the design of the KVMIveggur architecture.

4.1. Requirements

We design KVMIveggur with the following requirements in
mind: multiple "avors, self-service introspection, secure access,
isolation, and easy integration into cloud management tools.

The architecture has to offer multiple methods for the users to
perform introspection on their virtual machine e allowing them to
select the method based on their needs in a self-service manner.
The method selection should be granular at the VM level, which
means that a user operating multiple virtual machines can assign a
different "avor to each virtual machine.
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It must enforce secure access to the monitoring environment
and isolation from other services. To ensure the !rst property, only
an authorized user may access the monitoring environment, i.e.,
the owner of the virtual machine itself or any users granted access
by the owner. For the second property, the environment must not
be able to introspect other, unassigned virtual machines.

Furthermore, integration into publicly available management
tools must be possible without requiring unreasonable modi!ca-
tions. Therefore, KVMIveggur can be adopted straightforwardly by
any cloud provider wishing to offer introspection-based services.

4.2. Security model

In our security model, an authorized tenant can request intro-
spection capabilities in one of the three "avors from the cloud
provider. We assume the cloud provider can be trusted and has no
ill intentions, e.g., selling introspection access to machines of un-
suspecting customers.

We further assume that both the host operating system and the
type 2 hypervisor are trusted. In particular, our system design does
not tolerate attacks on these two entities through VM escapes or
other attacks. All other entities, e.g., the monitored and monitoring
virtual machine and the docker containers, are considered
untrusted in our security model.

Compared to many previous solutions, we decrease the total
attack surface. Speci!cally, our security model addresses two of the
most important threats:

1. Malicious, unauthorized access to virtual machines
2. Accidental interference with the infrastructure

For the !rst threat, it is paramount to ensure that introspection
access to the monitored virtual machine is only possible from the
dedicated analysis environment of that instance or through remote
access. That is to say, it must be clear that no other instance e both

from this and other userse can gain access to the introspection API.
Access to the privileged instance is only possible for the

authorized user via SSH. The tenants can con!gure and tailor this
environment to their needs. However, he must not be able to in-
"uence the permissions to access other virtual machines. There-
fore, every introspected virtual machine requires a dedicated
introspection environment. Finally, unauthorized access to the
privileged instance will only harm the monitored virtual machine.
Leveraging VMI, the unauthorized user can do malicious activities
to a monitored virtual machine but neither to the host system nor
other virtual machines.

With regards to the second threat, we aim to avoid negative
effects on the infrastructure. In particular, many previous solutions
suffer from availability issues when users of the system accidently
deploy incorrect code. Depending on where the introspection
program is hosted, the defective code can have far-reaching con-
sequences such as crashing the host or blocking the introspection
API for other users. Our architecture does not require trust in the
correctness of the deployed code, and its negative effects are
limited to the monitored virtual machine and its dedicated intro-
spection environment.

4.3. Architecture

Based on the necessary requirements, we introduce our KVMI-
veggur architecture for self-service VMI clouds. Fig. 1 visualizes its
components, their relationships, and the use cases of our intro-
spection solution.

In our design, the hypervisor exposes the VMI capabilities in the
form of a UNIX domain socket (UDS). Through controlling the ac-
cess to this socket, we enforce the access control scheme according
to our security model (see Section 4.2), effectively enabling secure
introspection for self-service clouds. We provide the user with the
"exibility to tailor the introspection environment to their re-
quirements and preferences through our three "avors of isolation:

Fig. 1. KVMIveggur ‘s components that are responsible for managing the life cycles of the VM and containers.
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! Leveraging virtio-vsock (Hajnoczi, 2020, 2021), we transform
the UNIX domain socket on the hypervisor into a Linux
VSOCK socket. This socket is accessible for the monitoring
library inside the monitor virtual machine.

" Using socat, we can enact a relay between the UDS and TCP
sockets. Through this relay, we can share the introspection
capabilities with other machines over the network. Such a
machine can then transform it back into a UDS and apply
common VMI tooling.

# Utilizing Docker's bind-mounts, we can mount the UNIX
domain socket inside the docker container, where the
monitoring library may access the socket directly without
any levels of indirection.

All of these "avors are easy to integrate and deploy for cloud
providers since they rely on technologies already present in many
cloud infrastructures and aim to minimize necessary software
modi!cations. Furthermore, an option!can easily be implemented
with support for live migration, as we will see in the next section.
During live migration with KVMIveggur, both the monitoring and
monitored virtual machine is being migrated to another host
without interrupting the introspection. These live migration capa-
bilities also aid in simplifying the integration for cloud providers
since it allows them to offer introspection-based services on
dedicated hosts.

The common denominator of the three "avors is that instead of
abstracting away from the interface to the hypervisor, they offer
direct access to the native VMI interface. Therefore, applications for
KVMIveggur are generally much more ef!cient and easier to port
compared to previous introspection architectures.

For the version that is used in this paper, we do not add any
security measurement for the data transmission over the network.
We assume that the remote machine is also located inside the
private network, and the remote machine can only be accessed by
the respective owner.

5. Implementation

After introducing the design of our KVMIveggur architecture, we
elaborate on our implementation for the OpenNebula (Miloji$ci"c
et al., 2011) cloud management tool. Our implementation demon-
strates that the approach is practical for public cloud providers. In
addition, we provide insights into how the three "avors of isolation
were enacted in our system. Our implementation's repository:
https://github.com/smartvmi/KVMIveggur.

5.1. On hardware- and paravirtualized machines

To facilitate introspection between two virtual machines, we
reuse existing paravirtualized drivers as outlined earlier to reduce
obstacles in the way of widespread adoption. We utilize the VSOCK
protocol to enable the communication between the monitoring
virtual machine and the hypervisor.

We begin by deploying a monitoring virtual machine that has
virtio-vsock enabled:

Then, we con!gure the target virtual machine for vsock:

This setup facilitates a direct bi-directional connection between
the introspection tool and the hypervisor.

Furthermore, we enable live migration for such systems by
following an approach similar to the TwinPorter architecture
(Taubmann et al., 2019). However, instead of using a custom driver to
notify themonitoring tool of a state transition,we leverage theexisting
vsock driver, which enhances portability and aids in alleviating secu-
rity concerns. To transfer the actual machines, KVMIveggur employs
the preexisting live migration protocol in QEMU, which eases inte-
gration into current cloud infrastructures and tools that build upon it.

5.2. Over the network

We leverage socat to forward the monitoring socket, which
originally is available only on the hypervisor, to the outside. This
forwarding allows us to keep the overhead to a minimum for the
other "avors that do not require most of TCP's properties that are
speci!c to network communication.

First, we transform the File-based socket using socat into a TCP
stream where we also specify the client's IP address:

Next, on the client side, we transform back the TCP stream into a
!le-based socket:

This does not violate our access control scheme since we
explicitly connect to the con!gured IP address of the client. Ac-
cording to our security model (see Section 4.2), we assume that the
attackers do not gain control over the host machine, which holds
this con!guration value. Should the attackers get in control of the
host, they can directly perform VMI and other operations without
passing through our introspection layer.

5.3. On docker containers

We use Docker bind-mounts to mount the folder that contains
the VMI socket. This is very performant, but it relies on the host
machine's !le system having a speci!c directory structure
available.1

We create the Unix Domain Socket in the designated Docker
container at a speci!c and unique location per virtual machine in
the !lesystem, which we also mount on the host system:

Such an approach ensures that the container may only monitor
the assigned virtual machine and not the other isolated systems. A
user can then connect to the container via SSH (Barrett et al., 2001)
and perform the monitoring activities as usual.

1 https://elixir.bootlin.com/linux/v5.14.10/source/net/unix/af_unix.c#L222.
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5.4. OpenNebula integration

OpenNebula uses sets of shell scripts to deploy and shutdown a
VM inside the designated node. For scenario !and ", we add a
custom variable to the VM template which enables the owner to
specify which VM can be monitored by which VM or fromwhich IP
address. For scenario#, we set two network interfaces on the VM's
template where the second interface will be disabled during
deployment and assign it to the docker container. In all scenarios,
we are able to extract the required information (target VM, target
IP, network interfaces and Docker mode) from the user's context
that OpenNebula provides inside a virtual disk alongside the VM's
disk. We provide a Python script to handle the monitoring system
deployment based on which mode is chosen by the user.

6. Evaluation

In the following, we evaluate the KVMIveggur architecture to
demonstrate its effectiveness and assess the potential performance
overhead that enabling secure self-service VMI has compared to
direct access to privileged VMI interfaces. We also aim at providing
a systematic comparison of the performance of different "avours of
VMI application deployment enabled by KVMIveggur. For our
evaluation, we employ the following con!guration:

NoVMI: No VMI (baseline).
Native: Native VMI as root user on the host (no secure self-

service).
Virtio: VMI application within an isolated VM co-located with

the target VM, using virtio-vsock
NetCoHost: VMI application within an isolated VM co-located

with the target VM, using network connections for VMI operations.
NetRemote: VMI application on a remote client using VMI op-

erations over the network.
FromDocker: VMI application in a docker container that runs on

the host.

6.1. Benchmark environment

We performed all measurements on an Intel Xeon E3-1230 v5
CPU at 3.40 GHz with hyper-threading enabled as the main system
and an Intel Xeon E5-2609 v3 CPU at 1.90 GHz as a secondary
system as a migration target. Both systems were equipped with
64 GB of main memory. The operating system was Debian 11
“Bullseye” running Linux kernel 5.4.24. We employed the patch set
proposed by KVMi (Bitdefender, 2019) and disabled support for
huge pages, because they are incompatible with the current KVMi
implementation. For all other kernel con!gurations, we adopted
the default settings of Debian.

All virtual machines used in the experimentwere equippedwith
one vCPU and 768 MB of RAM. The virtual machines ran Debian 10
with the unmodi!ed, default Linux kernel in version 4.19. They
were virtualized using QEMU 4.2.1 and utilizing the processor ex-
tensions for hardware-assisted virtualization using KVM.

In addition, we used another system (remote client) that was
connected to the hypervisor over Ethernet, when assessing the
performance of our approach over the network. The remote client
has less than 0.6 ms network latency (measured with ping) and 940
Mbps bandwidth (measured with iperf) against the hypervisor.

6.2. Application benchmarks

We aim to evaluate our solution in a broad range of applications,
which we consider representative of the currently known use cases
in academia and industry. Two of these applications are:

1) Digital forensics: One of the main areas in which introspection
shines is main memory forensics. In our evaluation we employ
Volatility 3 (Volatility Foundation, 2009) to perform passive
monitoring of target virtual machines. This monitoring includes
the extraction of information from kernel structures such as
currently active processes and network connections.

2) Deception technology (DT): Deception Technology (also known
as honeypot) is a technique to slow down attackers or distract
them from possible targets (Fraunholz et al., 2018). One way to
create a DT is by creating a full-"edged system that mimics a
production server, but has no production value and is closely
monitored. DT also relies on the capability to stay undetected,
which is suitable with VMI's design. With KVMIveggur on KVM,
the monitoring does not require any agent and has better per-
formance than on Xen. We deploy a modi!ed version of Sarra-
cenia (Sentanoe et al., 2018), a VMI-based SSH honeypot.

We believe that evaluating these use cases grants insight into
the cross-section of VMI mechanisms, which are shared with many
real-world applications. Therefore, their evaluation will also be
useful to assess other use cases not explicitly stated.

6.2.1. Volatility
To facilitate the use of Volatility 3 in our architecture, we port

vmifse a tool built to expose themainmemory of a virtual machine
through a FUSE !le system (Kerrisk, 2018). Volatility can then access
and analyze the state of the monitored virtual machine through the
!le system. We evaluated its performance by comparing the
execution time of the plugin lsmod, which behaves like the Linux
program of the same name. Each measurement was performed 50
times. Fig. 2 shows our results.

We can observe comparable performance between the
approach of Docker containerization (FromDocker) and dedicated
monitoring virtual machines (Virtio). Furthermore, we see the ex-
pected slowdown in both remote access approaches (NetCoHost &
NetRemote). We argue that this can be alleviated by avoiding inef-
!cient memory access patterns in the VMI tool itself.

6.2.2. Sarracenia
After porting the Sarracenia honeypot to our architecture, we

reproduced two of the performance measurements that are
explained by the authors of Sarracenia on Xen and on KVM using
the Native approach.

Function tracing overhead: We trace the OpenSSH function
auth_password under four scenarios: Baseline: without any moni-
toring, Single Breakpoint: with one breakpoint at the beginning of
the call, Double Breakpoints: with breakpoints at the beginning and
the end of the call, and Breakpoint ! retval change: with both
breakpoints and a change of the return value. Fig. 3 shows the
performance result. Compared with baseline, the overhead on KVM
is !4.5%, !13.7%, and !20.6, respectively, for the three scenarios
with tracing. On Xen, the overhead is !18.4%, !25.5%, and !28.1%,
respectively. Overall, for this use case, VMI on KVM performs better
than VMI on Xen.

System performance - System-wide tracing: In this measure-
ment, we trace the clone and exit_group system call, and the
required OpenSSH's functions (that used by Sarracenia's authors)
with two scenarios: execute ls command and download a !le with
2MB size usingwget. The results are shown on Table 1.With tracing
enabled, running the ls command on KVM has better (!154%) than
Xen (!213%). On the other hand, Xen performs better (!55%) than
KVM (!74%) on the resource intensive use case (wget command).
This can be explained by KVM requiring more interrupts for its
paravirtualized drivers. However, the difference can be considered
small.
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6.3. Synthetic benchmarks

Synthetic benchmarks provide insights on the performance
impact of the different variants of secure self-service VMI deploy-
ment that KVMIveggur supports.

We use the following four benchmarks andmetrics to assess the
performance differences between these con!gurations, covering
different aspects of the overall architecture:

1. Introspection performance: the runtime of a VMI application
that extracts the process list from the monitored virtual ma-
chine using passive VMI

2. Performance degradation of the target VM: the runtime of a
computationally heavy application in the monitored virtual
machine while being monitored by active VMI

3. Deployment time: the time until the monitoring virtual ma-
chine and its accompanying analysis environment are ready
upon the tenants' request

4. VMI impact on live migration: the time until the monitoring
virtual machine and its accompanying analysis environment is
transferred to another host using live migration

6.3.1. Introspection performance
In this measurement, we use a simple VMI program shipped

with LibVMI to fetch the process list of a virtual machine. This
measurement will show how each method impacts the introspec-
tion performance.

By modifying the program, we exclude startup, con!guration,
and I/O operations from the measurement. Thereby we constrain
the evaluation to include the VMI-based read operations only. We
repeat these measurements 50 times, each time extracting the
process list a total of 5000 times. We also ensure to "ush the cache
for every iteration to evaluate the memory-reading mechanism
directly.

As shown by Fig. 4, method FromDocker has clearly the lowest
overhead of all secure self-service variants, being only 30% slower
than the baseline Native. Methods NetCoHost and NetRemote (over
the network) suffer from considerably high overhead (more than
2400%), and method Virtio has 263% overhead. From these
numbers, FromDocker is proven to be the best solution, while
network approaches are unfavourable.

6.3.2. Performance degradation of the target VM
Here we assess the performance impact inside the target virtual

machine with regards to active introspection mechanisms. Such
mechanisms rely on interception points at which the execution of
the monitored machine halts to facilitate the analysis at speci!c
locations in the control "ow. We are especially concerned about
two mechanisms due to their widespread use. These mechanisms
are hyper breakpoints and the monitoring of writes to the virtual-
ized control registers. Speci!cally, we aim to concentrate our mea-
surements on the monitoring of system call handlers and of
scheduler activity inside the virtual machine.

To determine and compare the overhead between the different
environments in the !rst case, we place a hyper breakpoint on the
system call handler of getpid, which is then repeatedly invoked
from a user-mode process. The execution duration of this program
is then measured and reported in Fig. 5. For the second case, we
con!gure a VMEXIT on write access to the CR3 register in the VMCS.
Then we calculate the !rst 1.5 million iterations of Chudnovsky's
formula for the approximation of p (Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky,
2004). The time until this calculation completes is measured and
depicted in Fig. 5 next to the previous results. Each of the mea-
surements was repeated 50 times, except for NetRemote with sys-
tem call monitoring, which wemeasured only !ve times due to the
exorbitant overhead of active mechanisms over the network.

Fig. 2. Execution time of Volatility 3 plugin lsmod

Fig. 3. Sarracenia's function tracing overhead.

Table 1
Sarracenia's system performance with system-wide tracing.

KVM XEN

Baseline With Tracing Baseline With Tracing

ls 0.15s 0.37s 0.13s 0.40s
wget 0.57s 0.99s 0.65s 0.98s

Fig. 4. Synthetic passive benchmarks.
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We observe that deploying active introspection mechanisms
over the network in"icts a high overhead on the introspected
machine. When accounting for latency, this overhead likely rules
out its use in any realistic real-world scenario. The remaining en-
vironments appear to be well suited for most applications. Across
both measurements, the Docker environment (FromDocker) is
comparable to the baseline case of executing the introspection
application on the host machine itself (Native). The remaining en-
vironments incur further performance degradation of more than
one order of magnitude. However, depending on the targeted use
case, this could still be considered acceptable (see Section 6.4).

6.3.3. Deployment time
We also evaluate the deployment of the monitoring mechanism

by observing the start of the analysis environment and its suc-
cessful connection between the introspection application to the
hypervisor. To this end, we inspect the systemd journal using sys-
temd-notify to extract the timestamps at which these events
occurred. Thereby we gain insights into the overhead of instanti-
ating the different solutions. From this, we can judge the suitability
for domains where instances require quick deployment, e.g., scal-
able systems. We repeated each measurement 50 times. We show
the obtained results in Fig. 6.

We only address options Virtio and FromDocker for this part of
the evaluation as Native does not require a dedicated analysis
environment. In the case of options NetCoHost and NetRemote, the

tenant hosts said environment outside of the infrastructure of the
cloud provider, which renders a potential evaluation meaningless.
We observe that the Docker environment (FromDocker) signi!-
cantly outperforms the VM/vsock environment (Virtio) by 841%.
Regardless, we consider both deployment times acceptable for
most domains as the analysis environment usually only needs to be
deployed once.

6.3.4. VMI impact on live migration
As described in Section 5.1, our introspection architecture also

supports the live migration of virtual machines. To evaluate this
mechanism in terms of transfer times, we consider two modi
operandi: a sequential transfer, in which we migrate the moni-
toring virtual machine !rst followed by the monitored virtual
machine, and a parallel transfer, in which we transfer both virtual
machines simultaneously. To determine the impact our systemmay
cause, we also determine the baseline transfer times at which we
can migrate a single, non-monitored machine. Fig. 7 depicts the
results of these measurements with a sample size of 10.

These results appear to be in line with the expectation that both
the synchronization of the introspection application for migration
and the additional virtual machine contributes to the in"icted
draw-down. To further improve performance at this point, we
would motivate a reduction of the memory footprint of the virtual
machines, especially that of the monitoring machine.

6.4. Robustness and integrity

While all three "avors of isolation can be considered secure
under our security model (see Section 4.2), the degree of isolation is
certainly varying. To illustrate this fact, we can look at the potential
attack surface of an intruder in excess of the introspection API: The
monitoring Docker container (#) exposes, in essence, the entire
system call interface of the host operating system, whereas the
dedicated monitoring virtual machine (!) only exposes the mini-
mal interface of the hypervisor. We consider the remote access (")
to be even more isolated since it is not even co-located with any
other virtual machine or entity in the cloud. Therefore, its attack
surface consists only of the relay tool (socat), which is considerably

Fig. 5. Consolidated synthetic active benchmarks.

Fig. 6. Deployment of analysis environment.

Fig. 7. Live migration of VMs between two distinct hosts.

Fig. 8. Relationship between robustness and integrity.
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smaller than even the interface of the hypervisor. Of course, one
needs to be aware that the decision on this axis involves a risk-
reward trade-off: As demonstrated by our evaluation, the higher
isolation of the environment is acquired through higher perfor-
mance degradation and lower introspection performance.

On the other hand, it can be bene!cial for some applications,
e.g., continuous monitoring, to guarantee the integrity of the
analysis environment. Note that our security model typically as-
sumes the cloud providers and their facilities to be trusted. How-
ever, discussing the limits of our architecture in this context
appears sensible. Attackers that gain access to the host system and
the hypervisor have control over the entire architecture and can
manipulate any co-located (with the cloud infrastructure) analysis
environment to their liking. For example, they can delete or falsify
persistent data, e.g., logs that reveal how they managed to gain
access. However, they cannot in"uence the records that were
generated through remote access and are stored off-site.

Therefore, we can represent the introduced "avors on a two-
dimensional grid where we give robustness on one axis and
integrity on the other. Fig. 8 visualizes this relationship whereby
robustness is negatively correlated with performance. We consider
native VMI without secure-self service (represented with x) as low
on both robustness and integrity since it is neither isolated from the
host nor does it protect the integrity of analysis results.

7. Conclusion

This paper introduced KVMIveggur, an architecture for "exible,
secure and ef!cient self-service virtual machine introspection. It
incorporates three distinct methods of achieving access control and
isolation: Docker containers, dedicated monitoring virtual ma-
chines, and remote access over the network. We show that our
architecture easily integrates into current cloud platforms and
con!nes security risks by leveraging access facilities of existing
paravirtualized device drivers and containerization. To this end,
integrated our approach on the publicly available cloud manage-
ment tool OpenNebula.

Furthermore, we have ported existing VMI-based applications
such as vmifs and the Sarracenia honeypot to KVMIveggur. We
evaluated both our and the XenAccess architecture across intro-
spection mechanisms, i.e., passive and active, across application
domains, e.g., digital forensics and deception technology, and
across our three "avors of isolation. In doing so, we empirically
demonstrated the practical applicability of our solution and pro-
vided insights into the associated costs and trade-offs involved in
offering self-service VMI clouds. Our results indicate that the
Docker containerization yields superior performance over the other
approaches, whereas remote access and the dedicated monitoring
virtual machines shine through a high degree of isolation.
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